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Manchester City Council 
Report for Information 

 
Report to:  Economy and Regeneration Scrutiny Committee - 5 December     
                                 2023 
 
Subject:  Manchester Airport 
 
Report of:            Director of City Centre Growth and Infrastructure  
 
 
Summary 
 
This report provides an update on the role of Manchester Airport in the economy of 
the city; the current economic situation of the Airport following the impact of COVID-
19; and the next steps in the economic future for the Airport. 
 
Recommendations 
 
The Committee is recommended: 
 
To consider and comment on the information in the report. 
 
 
Wards Affected: All 
 
Environmental Impact 
Assessment -the impact of the 
issues addressed in this report on 
achieving the zero-carbon target 
for the city 
 

Aviation contributes 2-3% to global carbon 
emissions. The emissions that arise from flying 
need to be considered as part of global and 
national carbon budgets in the context of global 
efforts to keep global temperature rise to 1.5 
degrees C of pre-industrial levels. 
 
Manchester Airports Group (MAG) has worked to 
reduce carbon emissions across its estate. All 
MAG airports have already been certified as 
carbon neutral, including Manchester Airport. 
MAG has also committed to its airports being net 
zero by 2038, which fully aligns with Manchester 
City Council’s commitment to achieve net-zero 
emissions by 2038.  
 

Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusion - the impact of the 
issues addressed in this report in 
meeting our Public Sector 
Equality Duty and broader 
equality commitments 
 

MAG believes having an equitable, diverse and 
inclusive culture is essential to the creation of an 
engaged workforce, attracting and retaining the 
best talent, ensuring it is a great place to work 
and boosting business performance. MAG’s 
Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Forum is led by 
Group CEO Ken O'Toole, which shapes company 
culture and scrutinises progress towards shared 
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goals. These include achieving MAG’s ambition of 
increasing the representation of Black and Asian 
groups at leadership levels to 12% by 2025 and 
to achieve gender parity in leadership recruitment 
by the end of FY25. 
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Manchester Strategy outcomes Summary of how this report aligns to the Our 
Manchester Strategy/Contribution to the 
Strategy  

A thriving and sustainable city: 
supporting a diverse and 
distinctive economy that creates 
jobs and opportunities 

Manchester Airport is a significant economic asset 
and employs 22,200 people on site. This combines 
MAG employment and that of third parties on site. 
 

A highly skilled city: world class 
and home grown talent sustaining 
the city’s economic success 

As the anchor employer in Wythenshawe, the 
Airport provides a range of jobs within the aviation 
sector. The Council, Manchester Airports Group 
(MAG) and other partners work closely to advertise 
the job and training opportunities linked to the 
Airport. All MAG airports have an AeroZone, 
offering a free interactive education centre for 
schools and colleges, aiming to inspire the next 
generation to work in the aviation industry and the 
Airport Academy, which provides training 
programmes for jobseekers to gain employment at 
the Airport and its ancillary facilities services. 

A progressive and equitable city: 
making a positive contribution by 
unlocking the potential of our 
communities 

Manchester Airport and the Council work closely 
together to promote job opportunities at the Airport. 
Businesses operating out of Airport City also work 
with the Council to attract and retain talent from the 
local area and provide training schemes and social 
value commitments within Wythenshawe.  

A liveable and low carbon city: a 
destination of choice to live, visit, 
work 

The infrastructure to access the Airport and Airport 
City has improved in recent years to make it more 
accessible via public transport and walking and 
cycling, including a new pedestrian and cycle 
bridge over the motorway linking Woodhouse Park 
and the Airport. Travelling to the Airport is more 
convenient and safer via local public transport 
services, allowing sustainable transport choices to 
be made.  

A connected city: world class 
infrastructure and connectivity to 
drive growth 

The Airport operates routes to 200 destinations and 
directly generates £1.4 billion through its operations 
for local economy. It supports businesses and 
industries across the city, the city region and the 
North West through tourism, business travel and 
freight. A transformation programme is being 
undertaken by MAG to improve customer 
experience at the Airport, this includes the 
extension and refurbishment of Terminal Two, the 
first phase of which opened in 2022. The second 
phase will be complete in 2025.  MAG have 
committed to a net-zero future for the Airport. 
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Contact Officers: 
 
Name:  Pat Bartoli 
Position: Director of City Centre Growth and Infrastructure 
Telephone: 07507 876866 
E-mail:  pat.bartoli@manchester.gov.uk 
 
Name:  Andy Clarke 
Position: Head of Corporate Affairs – Manchester Airport 
Telephone: 07885259032 
E-mail:  andrew.clarke@magairports.com 
 
Background documents (available for public inspection): 
 
The following documents disclose important facts on which the report is based and 
have been relied upon in preparing the report.  Copies of the background documents 
are available up to 4 years after the date of the meeting.  If you would like a copy, 
please contact one of the contact officers above. 
 

• Manchester Airport City Development and Infrastructure Framework –Report 
to Executive, 6 April 2011 

• Aviation and Carbon Emissions – Report to Environment and Climate Change 
Scrutiny Committee, 9 December 2021 

• Manchester Airport – Report to Economy and Regeneration Scrutiny 
Committee, 10 March 2022  

• Manchester Airport and Aviation Emissions – Report to Environment and 
Climate Change Scrutiny Committee, 11 January 2023 
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1  Manchester Airport is the UK’s third busiest airport, providing routes globally 
for trade and travel throughout the year. It is a major economic driver, and the 
success of the Airport has led to the establishment of a business, 
manufacturing and logistics district at Airport City that hosts large, international 
businesses. 

1.2  Manchester and its residents directly benefit from the proximity, size and scale 
of the Airport in terms of the number of people employed directly by the Airport 
but also those indirectly supported through the supply chain. The Airport 
contributes to the tourism industry and the business ecosystem, supporting 
the economic growth of the whole of the North of England. It is a key asset for 
the city, supporting its growth and provides a major draw for investment and 
development. 

1.3  This report provides an update on the performance of Manchester Airport 
operations alongside Manchester Airport’s contribution to the local, regional, 
and national economy. The report will also discuss Airport City and its 
contribution to Manchester and the opportunities for growth. 

2.0 Manchester Airport Operational Update 

2.1.1  Manchester Airports Group (MAG) is the largest UK airports group, owning 
and operating Manchester (MAN), London Stansted (STN) and East Midlands 
(EMA) airports. MAG served 54 million passengers in 2022/23, equal to 91% 
of 2019/20 traffic and handled 395,000 tonnes of freight. 

2.1.2  Manchester Airport served 25.2 million passengers in 2022/23, equivalent to 
89.4% of 2019/20 and handled a total of 65,400 tonnes of freight. Recovery 
into 2023/24 has continued and in October 2023, Manchester Airport served 
2.6 million passengers, surpassing the 2.5 million passengers served in 
October 2019.   

2.1.3  Manchester Airport is a major international airport servicing a catchment area 
of over 22 million people across most of the North of England and Wales, and 
the Midlands within a two-hour travel time and over 70,000 businesses. This 
strong catchment has allowed the airport to grow a large and diverse 
international route network, which has supported Manchester’s role as an 
economic powerhouse at the heart of the North of England. 

2.1.4  Manchester Airport has direct routes to around 200 destinations. It is the only 
UK airport outside London with direct routes to many long-haul markets, 
making it an international gateway for trade and travel, acting as a major draw 
for investment and development in Greater Manchester and across the North. 
The attraction of new services and destinations has been a key objective for 
the Airport for many years, and it has succeeded in building a strong network 
of global connections. 
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2.1.5  Demand has been strongest for short-haul destinations, although direct long-
haul routes have also recovered during 2022/23. Adding to the airport’s long-
haul destinations, Kuwait Airways and Gulf Air began services to Kuwait and 
Bahrain, and Hainan Airlines resumed its Beijing-Manchester services in 
August 2022 and is set to increase to daily services in 2024. In September 
2022, Emirates announced it would re-commence its third daily service to 
Dubai, returning the airline to its pre-pandemic capacity at Manchester. Air 
Canada also resumed its direct service to Toronto, five times a week during 
the summer season. In addition, in June 2023, Virgin Atlantic announced 
services to Las Vegas would return from Manchester Airport in June 2024, 
reconnecting the North of England with the West Coast. 

2.1.6  Manchester Airport has invested in its people throughout 2022/23, recruiting 
over 2,000 people. Manchester Airport has worked hard with airline and 
ground handling partners to ensure all stages of the customer journey 
performed well, including through the launch of a resilience team – staffed by 
airport colleagues – that are on hand to support airlines’ responses to a wide 
range of operational challenges in the moment. Service levels have remained 
high for the majority of passengers, with 97% queuing for 15 minutes or less at 
security and 93% of passengers rate their service as good, very good or 
excellent. 

3.0  Main issues 

3.1  Economic Impact of Manchester Airport 

3.1.1  Manchester Airport supported direct employment (both with MAG and third 
parties on-site) of 20,200 jobs and directly generated £1.4 billion in GVA to the 
national economy through its operations, in 2022. Manchester Airport, also 
hosts most of MAG’s head office functions. Indirect employment through 
Manchester Airport’s supply chain and the resulting induced spending in the 
wider economy increases the impacts to nearly 56,000 jobs and over £3.6 
billion in GVA. 

3.1.2  In addition to its role in supporting the GM economy, the GM Councils have 
directly benefited from MAG’s regular dividend payments to shareholders. In 
the five years immediately prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, MAG distributed 
over £600m in dividend payments to the GM Councils, providing an above 
market return in excess of many FTSE companies on the Councils’ long-term 
investment in the Group. 

3.1.3  Earlier in the year, ARUP was commissioned by MAG to give national and 
local decision makers the facts about Manchester Airport’s impact on the 
wider economy, society and its potential to drive future prosperity across the 
North. The original research demonstrates that, with the right mix of proactive 
policies and investment, the North can capitalise on the potential of 
Manchester Airport as a superhub for the North, and maximise its contribution 
to growth, prosperity and rebalancing. The report assesses scenarios for 
future growth using the Northern Powerhouse Independent Economic Review 
as its basis and shows how the Airport can play a prominent role in closing the 
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economic gap and enabling the North to compete on a national and 
international stage. 

3.1.4  It identifies that with the right investment in skills needed for the future aviation 
industry and enabling infrastructure, the airport could expand total wider 
employment to more than 193,300 jobs nationally, covering a wide range of 
skills to support productive and quality jobs. Under this scenario, the total GVA 
impact of the airport nationally would rise from £6.6bn to £18.9bn. 

3.1.5  The growth identified by ARUP will include building on the direct benefit that 
Manchester Airport’s route connectivity is responsible for. For example, the 
long-haul connectivity from Manchester to Beijing established in 2016 with 
Hainan Airlines saw export values from Manchester Airport to China grow by 
41% in the two years after the route launched, while national values fell 30%. 
In addition, Manchester Airport’s share of UK exports to China doubled to 
11.5% when compared to the two years prior to the route launch and inward 
investment enquiries to Greater Manchester trebled in the same period. 

3.2  Investment in infrastructure 

3.2.1  Since 2017, the Airport has been undertaking a programme of refurbishment 
and modernisation. In July 2021, the Terminal 2 extension opened to 
passengers. The new extension was the first phase of the £1.3 billion 
Manchester Airport Transformation Programme, aimed at improving customer 
service and experience for users of the Airport and offer better, future-proofed 
facilities. 

3.2.2  In January 2023, the Airport announced the commencement of the final £440 
million phase of the £1.3 billion Manchester Airport Transformation 
Programme. This latest investment will complete the transformation of 
Terminal 2, delivering improvement to all stages of the passenger journey – 
from check-in to baggage reclaim - as well as upgrading its airfield to cater for 
next generation aircraft. The final phase of the transformation programme will 
see the construction of a new pier, double the size of the international 
departures lounge with 27 new shops and restaurants and provide an 
additional security hall fitted with next-generation security scanners. Upon 
completion in 2025, around four out of five passengers will use the expanded 
Terminal 2, with Terminal 1 set to close. 

3.2.3 MAG is also investing in the installation of new security equipment across the 
Group, in line with the requirements in the Government’s Next Generation 
Security Checkpoint. In Manchester, the first equipment was installed in 
Terminal 2 in November 2023 with further upgrades planned across the 
remaining lanes. In Terminal 3, an extension to the security hall is being built 
to accommodate the new lanes and equipment. 

3.3  Investment in employment, education, and skills 

3.3.1  MAG is committed to ensuring that its customers, communities, and regions 
around its airports benefit from the growth they provide. Through MAG’s CSR 
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Strategy, ‘Working Together for a Brighter Future’, they set out an ambitious 
programme of work. The CSR Strategy is founded on three themes: ‘Zero 
Carbon Airports’, ‘Opportunity for All’ and ‘Local Voices’. This report will focus 
on the theme, ‘Opportunity for All’, (further detail on ‘Zero Carbon Airports’ and 
‘Local Voices’ will be included in the update report provided to Manchester 
City Council Environment and Climate Change Scrutiny Committee in January 
2024). 

3.3.2  A key part of the CSR Strategy was MAG’s commitment to develop an 
Employment Charter to ensure a safe, fair and supportive workplace where 
colleagues can achieve their full potential. MAG’s Employment Charter was 
published in September 2022 and established on six principles: 

• Attracting and developing great people 
• Flexible work and supportive environment 
• Secure work and fair pay for all 
• Promoting workplace wellness 
• Engaging colleagues and giving them a voice  
• Continually improving the colleague experience 

 
3.3.3 As part of the Employment Charter, MAG committed to becoming an 

accredited Real Living Wage employer. MAG achieved this goal in November 
2023 and is committed to supporting Manchester City Council’s drive to create 
a real living wage city. 

3.3.4  The MAG Connect Airport Academy is MAG’s training and recruitment facility 
for Manchester Airport and the associated supply chain. Delivered in 
partnership with Trafford College, the academy provides free training 
programmes for residents to gain the right skills to secure employment at the 
airport. The academy offers unemployed and harder to reach residents the 
opportunity to learn the basics of aviation roles, together with the core skills 
needed to enter a career at the airport. Residents learning with the 
Manchester Airport Academy have access to current vacancies and receive 
bespoke support in applying for roles, including CV and mock interview 
workshops. 

3.3.5  Since its inception, the Council has worked closely with colleagues in the 
Manchester Airport Academy to develop the facility and create the right 
conditions to enable us to build a future pipeline of talent, ensuring all 
residents regardless of age, experience or skillset have access to employment 
opportunities at the airport. In 2022/23 the Manchester Airport Academy 
supported over 1,585 people, helping local people find work and securing the 
workforce required to support the airport’s increase in passenger numbers. 

3.3.6  In June, Manchester Airport announced the launch of its new aviation 
specialist apprenticeship programme in partnership with Trafford College. The 
two-year paid scheme is delivered at Manchester Airport Academy and gives 
19 students experience in all elements of an airport operation, completely debt 
free. Upon successful completion of the course, apprentices will then be 
offered a permanent role within the airport with opportunities to progress into 
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team-leader positions and beyond as their careers develop. This pilot scheme 
is in addition to the new internal team leadership apprenticeship scheme, 
which has 15 employees enrolled, and is just one part of MAG’s commitment 
to creating opportunity for all by delivering education and skills training and 
across the regions it serves. 

3.3.7  Additionally, the Manchester Airport Academy arranged and attended 126 
employment events in and around Manchester across 2022/23, allowing 
people looking a job to find out more about the career opportunities available 
at the airport. This included MAG working in partnership with Manchester City 
Council on five jobs events in Wythenshawe since the start of this year, 
ensuring that our local communities benefit from the airport’s prosperity. 
Moreover, Manchester Airport holds annual Meet the Buyer event which 
focuses on local supply chains. The airport’s first Meet the Buyer event in 
2022 generated £2.3 million in new contract awards for local businesses.  

3.3.8  MAG also has state-of-the-art interactive education facilities, the MAG 
Connect Aerozones, at each airport. The Manchester Airport Connect 
AeroZone opened in February 2022 and provides great education and skills 
support to young people from the local community aged 4–18 years. The 
Aerozone features an aircraft cockpit simulator and cabin, airport security and 
other interactive zones such as retail and food and beverage. In 2022/23, the 
AeroZone saw over 2,600 young people through its doors with over 80% being 
from local ‘priority areas and schools’, referring to those located within a 15-
mile radius of the airport. In addition, schools based in Wythenshawe get 
priority access to the AeroZone booking system and are reserved at least one 
day each week for access to the AeroZone. 

3.3.9  Manchester Airport works closely with communities in Wythenshawe. In 2023, 
the Airport has offered all Wythenshawe high schools three work experience 
placements on site each and have offered support with high school career 
fairs, mock interviews, and review of personal statements. Furthermore, 
Manchester Airport continues to support BW3 school initiatives and work 
closely with the aviation department at Manchester Colleges’ Wythenshawe 
campus. 

3.4  Airport City update 

3.4.1  Airport City Manchester is an Enterprise Zone with the capacity to provide 5 
million sq. ft. of offices, hotels, advanced manufacturing, logistics facilities and 
retail space. Anchored by Airport City and Manchester Medi-Park, the 
Enterprise Zone covers five sites across Wythenshawe, providing a high 
quality destination for offices, hotels, logistics, advanced manufacturing, life 
sciences, biotech, retail and leisure. The area is forecast to create 16,000 new 
jobs in the next 10-15 years, following its launch in 2012. As it is located 
directly adjacent to Manchester Airport, it benefits from the airport’s wide 
catchment and international connectivity. The scale and significance of Airport 
City means that it plays a major role in regional growth and employment. 
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3.4.2  The joint venture ownership of Airport City (a partnership between Columbia 
Threadneedle Investments 50%, MAG 20%, Beijing Construction Engineering 
Group International 20% and the Greater Manchester Pension Fund 10%) has 
delivered significant public infrastructure benefits since its launch, including 
the £15m roadway infrastructure (Enterprise Way), the pedestrian bridge over 
the M56 spur (co-funded with Manchester City Council) and improvements to 
the Outward Lane Junction.  

3.4.3  Due to the changes in The Hut Group (THG) requirements in 2022 and the 
change in market sentiment and working practices since the COVID 19 
Pandemic, the Airport City Masterplan is currently being updated by the Joint 
Venture in order to capture new employment opportunities that will align with 
the Council’s aspirations for the site. On site completed projects include a new 
£50 million Holiday Inn and Ibis Budget hotel near the new Terminal 2 facility 
and a new £45m 400 bed Tribe Hotel which is due for completion in May 
2024, and which will provide further employment opportunities. 

3.4.4  In recent years the Council has worked with a range of partners to support 
Airport City businesses to meet their objectives. 

3.4.5  The Council has supported Amazon to recruit and retain staff at their Global 
Logistics facility (formally Airport City South). The original Amazon volume 
recruitment provided permanent jobs to around 900 Manchester residents. 
Ongoing recruitment cycles continue to offer further opportunities. In 2018/19 
both Virgin Media and Vodafone relocated substantial operations to the Airport 
City Enterprise Zone. Working alongside MIDAS, the Council has supported 
Virgin and Vodafone with their transition, as well as initial and ongoing 
recruitment campaigns. As COVID 19 recovery activity continues, discussions 
are underway with Virgin to plan further volume recruitment campaigns in 
March 2022 and beyond. 

3.4.6  THG development of large-scale ICON offices and warehousing facilities upon 
Global Logistics to the south of the Airport are fully operational and staffed. 
THG has committed to maximising local recruitment throughout the 
development of these sites. Since 2018 the Council has worked closely with 
THG to draw up plans for future recruitment and local benefit. This is in 
addition to supporting apprentice, graduate, and general recruitment to 
existing roles at THG’s temporary Airport City offices in 4M, which THG are 
currently reducing their staffing levels in order to fully relocate to ICON upon 
Global Logistics 

3.4.7  To support key recruitments and local benefit aspirations across Airport City, 
in 2016, the Council established a local partnership to maximise opportunities 
for communities close to Airport City. 

3.4.8  The Wythenshawe Skills and Employment Group (WSEG) is a partnership 
approach to supporting take-up of learning, training, employment support and 
job opportunities across Airport City North and Global Logistics to the South. 
MAG colleagues form part of WSEG, together with over 20 partner 
organisations including DWP, Wythenshawe Community Housing Group, The 
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Forum Trust, Manchester College, Manchester Adult Education Service, 
Manchester Growth Company and Businesses Working with Wythenshawe 
(BW3). The WSEG continues to work collaboratively with the employers 
mentioned above, in addition to connecting to and supporting new business 
engagement and recruitment campaigns as economic recovery continues. 

3.5  Forward Look 

3.5.1  Manchester Airport is forecasting 27.4 million passengers will travel through its 
airport in 2023/24, which is equivalent to 95% of 2019 levels. Manchester 
Airport expects 2024 passenger volumes to be back to pre-pandemic levels, 
and indeed October 2023 was busier than October 2019. The Airport’s priority 
for the remainder of this financial year is to continue commercial growth and 
maintain the step-change in customer service. 

3.5.2  In addition, Manchester Airport will look to maintain and grow its long-haul 
network, particularly to North America, where recovery since the pandemic 
has been slower due to aircraft and pilot availability along with changing 
passenger behaviour. The Airport is also focusing on increasing its routes to 
China alongside unserved markets such as Thailand and India. 

3.5.3  Underpinning the above is the Airport’s commitment to growing sustainably 
and working with industry partners and Government to ensure it is prepared 
for the transition to net zero operations by 2038. In 2022/23, Manchester 
Airport continued to make progress towards reaching its net zero target 
including by procuring 100% of the electricity the airport used from renewable 
sources, becoming the second very large airport to pass the Stage 2 gateway 
of the Civil Aviation Authorities ‘CAP1616’ airspace change process and 
signing a Memorandum of Understanding with the founding partners of HyNet 
to bring hydrogen to Manchester Airport at the earliest opportunity. 

3.5.4  MAG will be bringing an update report to the Manchester City Council 
Environment and Climate Change Scrutiny Committee which will include 
further detail on progress made by MAG and across the aviation industry. 

3.5.5  Manchester Airport has a pivotal role in connecting the North and continues to 
call for investment in sustainable modes of transport. MAG has long supported 
plans for HS2 and Northern Powerhouse Rail as an opportunity to drive 
economic growth and create a more integrated transport system. A 
Manchester Airport high speed station would deepen the airport’s catchment 
and allow the economic growth benefits to be maximised and spread more 
widely, connecting northern conurbations to international markets.  

3.5.6 Given the timescale for the delivery of new high-speed infrastructure, it is also 
important that short and medium-term opportunities to improve connectivity to 
Manchester Airport are taken. Delivery of the Transpennine Route Upgrade 
will be a significant step. As investment is phased over time – such as platform 
extension at the current Airport station – there are opportunities to improve 
service frequency and reliability into Manchester city centre and beyond, and 
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restore direct connectivity to destinations such as Sheffield that are currently 
unserved.  

3.5.7 Following the Government’s decision to cancel Phase 2 of HS2, MAG has 
been working with Manchester City Council, Transport for Greater 
Manchester/Greater Manchester Combined Authority, the Department for 
Transport and other northern leaders on the delivery of east-west connectivity, 
incorporating a station at the airport. 

3.6  Conclusion 

3.6.1  Manchester Airport continues to demonstrate its importance in the local 
economy, to Greater Manchester, to the North of England and the UK more 
broadly. The Airport has recovered well from the COVID 19 pandemic both in 
terms of passenger numbers and its wider economic impact.   

3.6.2  Manchester Airport provides high quality jobs on site and through its supply 
chain and supports the growth of businesses both on site and across the UK.  
The Airport continues to work hard to make sure the benefits it brings are felt 
where they are needed most and jobs are accessible to its local communities.  

3.6.3 The Airport is committed to delivering its future growth sustainably, so that the 
continued economic benefit is delivered in line with its net zero targets. The 
future growth of Manchester Airport provides opportunities for not only 
Manchester, but the wider North and across the UK. 

4.0 Recommendations 
 
4.1 To consider and comment on the information in the report. 
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Manchester City Council 
Report for Information 

 
Report to:  Economy and Regeneration Scrutiny Committee – 5 December   
                                 2023 
 
Subject:  Rail Update 
 
Report of:            Director of City Centre Growth and Infrastructure  
 

 
Summary 
 
This report provides Members with an update on the current position with a number 
of rail schemes, including high speed and conventional rail, and the resulting impact 
on the city. 
 
Recommendations 
 
The Economy and Regeneration Scrutiny Committee is recommended to: 
 
1. Consider and comment upon the information included in this report.  
 

 
Wards Affected: 
 
All Wards 
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Environmental Impact 
Assessment -the impact of the 
issues addressed in this report on 
achieving the zero-carbon target 
for the city 
 

It is not clear what environmental assessments 
the Government has undertaken as part of its 
decision to cancel HS2 Phases 2a and 2b. The 
environmental benefits of HS2 Phase 2a and 2b, 
as noted in its Strategic Outline Business Case 
and Environmental Statement, would no longer 
be realised with its cancellation. It is also not clear 
at this stage what environmental impacts the 
Network North proposals and illustrative 
schemes, including Northern Powerhouse Rail, 
would have on the city.  

The increased funding through the City Region 
Sustainable Transport Settlement (CRSTS) and 
Bus Service Improvement Plan (BSIP) from 
Government announced in the Network North 
paper could improve various modes of public 
transport in Greater Manchester. However, it is 
not clear if these alternative investments would 
bring the same or greater benefits to the city and 
the UK in terms of moving towards more 
sustainable forms of transport overall.  
 
The cancellation of HS2 Phase 2a and 2b will 
likely mean it is more difficult and will take longer 
to improve local rail and freight services. The 
Network North illustrative schemes also include 
road improvement schemes which could 
encourage more travel by private vehicle rather 
than public transport. Therefore, there is a risk 
that the alternative proposals in Network North fail 
to increase modal shift towards more sustainable 
transport modes, such as rail, and thereby hinder 
our ability to achieve our zero-carbon targets for 
the City by 2038. 
 
Some of the transport plans such as The 
TransPennine Route Upgrade (TRU) have a 
positive impact on the zero-carbon target for the 
city, as the electrification of the line would mean 
fewer emissions compared to their diesel 
counterparts. 

Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusion - the impact of the 
issues addressed in this report in 
meeting our Public Sector 
Equality Duty and broader 
equality commitments 
 

It is not clear how the equality, diversity and 
inclusion implications of the Network North 
announcement have been considered by the 
Government.  
 
The now cancelled HS2 Phase 2a and 2b 
infrastructure proposals would have benefited 
protected characteristics groups (PCGs). The 
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positive impact these schemes would have had 
on PCGs through better connectivity will be 
reduced by the cancellation of HS2. It is currently 
unclear what impact NPR will have on these 
groups as there are no available assessments of 
the Network North proposals or NPR on these 
groups. However, there is the potential for there 
to be some benefits on PCGs from improved local 
connectivity and transport infrastructure.  
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Manchester Strategy outcomes Summary of how this report aligns to the Our 
Manchester Strategy/Contribution to the 
Strategy  

A thriving and sustainable city: 
supporting a diverse and 
distinctive economy that creates 
jobs and opportunities 

The cancellation of Phase 2b of HS2 will mean a 
significant loss of jobs, business opportunities and 
potential growth in the area, as well as having a 
significant impact on the government’s ‘levelling up’ 
agenda. However, some of the alternative 
proposals, in particular NPR, provide the 
opportunity to create economic growth and new 
jobs through better connected northern cities, and 
better connections from local communities to major 
employment areas. However, it should be noted 
that the Government have only committed to 
building a more limited version of the NPR network 
than originally envisaged by Transport for the North 
(TfN). The full TfN Preferred Network would have 
greater jobs and connectivity benefits for 
Manchester and Greater Manchester. The full scale 
of the jobs and opportunity benefits are unclear at 
this stage due to the lack of clarity and detail on the 
Network North plans.  

The Transpennine Route Upgrade (TRU) is also 
expected to have a positive impact on the economy 
through enhanced connectivity as a result of more 
capacity and shorter journey times, which 
stimulates business growth and attracts investment. 
These upgrades and improvements would also 
improve Manchester’s position as an economic 
hub. 
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A highly skilled city: world class 
and home grown talent sustaining 
the city’s economic success 

The high speed rail network, and the additional 
investment and regeneration arising from it, would 
have contributed towards the continuing economic 
growth of the city, providing additional job and 
training opportunities, at a range of skill levels, for 
residents, both during construction and in the 
longer-term. A Greater Manchester High Speed 
Rail Skills Strategy had been developed, to 
maximise the investment, and to best enable 
residents to access the opportunities created. 
These benefits will be lost or significantly reduced 
by the cancellation of HS2 Phase 2a & 2b. Any 
future work will now likely be a reduced scope of 
work at Oxford Road station with reduced benefits. 
NPR is anticipated to benefit the city through faster 
journey times, enhanced capacity and better 
connectivity with other Northern cities. It is 
expected to boost the economy and bring more 
jobs to the city, however, the details of the benefits 
NPR are currently unclear. 
 

A progressive and equitable city: 
making a positive contribution by 
unlocking the potential of our 
communities 

The additional jobs, training, growth, local 
connectivity and leisure benefits anticipated from 
high-speed rail will be significantly reduced. A delay 
to the alternative plans being delivered could widen 
the economic gap in the meantime. NPR and 
projects such as the Transpennine Route Upgrade 
and the integration of the Bee Network would 
contribute to unlocking more potential for local 
communities as a result of better local connectivity. 
 

A liveable and low carbon city: a 
destination of choice to live, visit, 
work 

HS2, and NPR, would have enabled the provision 
of further improved public transport and freight 
capacity, through the capacity released on the 
classic rail network. This will now be lost and the 
council await further details from government on 
what impact the alternative plans will have. 
 
Projects such as the Transpennine Route Upgrade 
are expected to have a positive impact on the city 
by reducing carbon emissions through 
electrification, as well as by helping to encouraging 
more people to travel by train. The integration and 
expansion of the Bee Network is also expected to 
reduce the carbon footprint of the city as a result of 
increase in public transport use. 
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A connected city: world class 
infrastructure and connectivity to 
drive growth 

HS2 and NPR were anticipated to bring a step 
change in rail connectivity both across GM and to 
the rest of the UK. The loss of HS2 phases 2a and 
2b infrastructure, and the reduced size of Euston 
station, will have a significant impact on 
connectivity. NPR has the potential to benefit the 
city through better connectivity with other northern 
cities, but whilst there is some clarity emerging on 
the Manchester-Liverpool route, there is currently 
no details on the rest of the proposed NPR network. 
The Transpennine Route Upgrade will also bring 
better connectivity between Manchester, Leeds, 
and York. 
 

 
Full details are in the body of the report, along with any implications for: 
 

• Equal Opportunities Policy  

• Risk Management  

• Legal Considerations  
 
Financial Consequences – Revenue  
 
None directly from this report. 
 
Financial Consequences – Capital 
 
None directly from this report. 
 
Contact Officers: 
 
Name:  Pat Bartoli  
Position:  Director of City Centre Growth & Infrastructure 
Telephone:  0161 234 3329  
E-mail:  pat.bartoli@manchester.gov.uk 
 
Name:  Andrew Dixon 
Position:  Head of High Speed Rail  
Telephone:  07929 823 351 
E-mail:  andrew.dixon@manchester.gov.uk 
  
Background documents (available for public inspection): 
 
The following documents disclose important facts on which the report is based and 
have been relied upon in preparing the report. Copies of the background documents 
are available up to 4 years after the date of the meeting. If you would like a copy, 
please contact one of the contact officers above. 
 

• Report to Economic Scrutiny 5 March 2020 - High Speed North (High Speed 2 
and Northern Powerhouse Rail) Update 
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• Integrated Rail Plan for the North and Midlands (November 2021), available at: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/62389f1ae90e07799cd3de47/integ
rated-rail-plan-for-the-north-and-midlands-web-version.pdf 

 

• HS2 Crewe to Manchester: update on the strategic outline business case, 
published by the Department of Transport, available at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hs2-crewe-to-manchester-update-
on-the-strategic-outline-business-case 

 

• Report to Economic Scrutiny 10 March 2022 & Executive 16 March 2022 - HS2 
Phase 2b Western Leg - Environmental Statement Consultation & hybrid Bill 
Petitioning Response 

 

• Report to Economic Scrutiny 21 July 2022 & Executive 22 July 2022 - HS2 
Update and Petition 

 

• Report to Executive 26 July 2023 - HS2 Phase 2b Update & Additional Provision 
2 (AP2)  

 

• Network North: Transforming British Transport, presented to Parliament by the 
Secretary of State for Transport (October 2023), available at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/network-north 

 

• Report to Executive 18 October 2023 - High Speed Rail 2, Northern Powerhouse 
Rail and ‘Network North’ Update  

 

• The Second National Infrastructure Assessment (October 2023), available at: 
https://nic.org.uk/app/uploads/Final-NIA-2-Full-Document.pdf 
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1.0 Introduction 
 
1.1 Manchester is a pivotal part of both the economy and the rail network of the 

North. Effective rail connections to and within the city are essential to the 
continued economic growth of Manchester, the North and the UK as a whole.  
 

1.2 Economy & Regeneration Scrutiny Committee members have received a 
number of previous reports on High Speed Two (HS2) and Northern 
Powerhouse Rail (NPR) and classic rail. This report provides an update on 
both of these schemes, and a number of other current or future rail schemes, 
together with areas of concern about the ‘classic’ rail network. 

 
2.0 Background 
 
2.1 HS2 was the Government’s scheme to implement a new high speed north – 

south railway network, from Manchester and Leeds to London via Birmingham 
and Crewe. ‘Phase one’ will connect London with Birmingham and the West 
Midlands. ‘Phase 2a’ planned to extend the route from the West Midlands to 
Crewe. ‘Phase 2b’ planned to connect Crewe to Manchester. 
 

2.2 Northern Powerhouse Rail (NPR) is a proposal to provide better connections 
between the Northern cities, through new high speed and upgraded rail 
infrastructure, in order to provide a step change in the North’s economic 
growth. A preferred network for NPR was put forward by Transport for the 
North (TfN) in an outline business case, including new high speed routes 
between Manchester and Liverpool, Leeds via Bradford, and Sheffield. 
However, the Integrated Rail Plan (IRP) published by the Government in 
November 2021, included a revised “core network” for NPR which provided a 
new high speed line between Warrington and Marsden via Manchester only 
(making use of the HS2 alignment between High Legh and Piccadilly HS2 
station), with upgraded existing lines between Liverpool to Warrington and 
Marsden to Leeds, and removed the connections to Hull, Bradford, Doncaster, 
Selby and Sheffield. The IRP also put on pause the HS2 Phase 2b eastern leg 
to Leeds (which was also due to connect onto Sheffield via NPR). It should be 
noted that the Council’s aspiration is for TfN’s preferred network, rather than 
the IRP core network. An illustration of the differences between the “core 
network” and “TfN preferred network” for NPR is provided in Appendix 1 of this 
report. 
 

2.3 As previously reported to Economy & Regeneration Scrutiny Committee, the 
Council is fully supportive of the provision of HS2 and NPR in full, including 
the provision of new stations at Manchester Piccadilly and Manchester Airport. 
However, we have consistently retained a clear position on the need to ensure 
that the schemes are delivered in a manner that fully complements the 
connectivity, place-making, local employment, and sustainable growth 
objectives as set out in the Manchester Piccadilly Strategic Regeneration 
Framework (2018) (SRF) and the Greater Manchester HS2 and NPR Growth 
Strategy (2017). 
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2.4 Members will also be aware of performance issues on both the West Coast 
Mainline (WCML) route to London and on rail services across the region, most 
notably demonstrated by the disruption caused by the May 2018 rail timetable. 
This was followed by an amended timetable in December 2022, which 
reduced services through the congested “Castlefield Corridor” to Manchester 
(to 12 trains per hour as opposed to the 16 per hour promised by the Northern 
Hub scheme – please see below). This has had a particular impact on 
services to Manchester Airport from Cleethorpes and Sheffield as well as 
removing direct train services to the airport from Newcastle and fast services 
from Liverpool. Whilst there are some planned and developing improvements 
to regional rail schemes and facilities, there are still significant areas of 
concern where adequate solutions are still to be identified. 

 
3.0  High Speed and Mainstream Rail Updates 
 
3.1 HS2, Northern Powerhouse Rail and Network North  

 
3.1.1 On 4 October 2023 the Prime Minister announced that HS2 infrastructure 

would only be built from London Euston to Birmingham, and the planned new 
infrastructure north of Birmingham, through Crewe and into Manchester would 
be entirely cancelled. In addition, while the original proposals to terminate at 
Euston Station in London would be retained, Euston would be a 6-platform, as 
opposed to 10-platform station and would be delivered by a separate 
development company which is dependent on securing third party funding. 
Land already acquired at Euston would be used for regeneration, potentially 
offering up to 10,000 homes.  
 

3.1.2 It was further announced that the money allocated to the cancelled 
infrastructure sections of HS2 would be spent on other rail, bus and road 
projects across the country. This was swiftly followed by the publication of 
Network North: Transforming British Transport (October 2023), which briefly 
set out the reasons for cancelling HS2 Phase 2a and 2b, and proposed 
alternative schemes across the country which could use the funding identified 
for the sections of HS2 which would no longer go ahead. A full list of the 
schemes was appended to the October Executive report. It was later clarified 
that many of these schemes were illustrative and would be subject to the 
submission of an appropriate business case and affordability assessments. 
 

3.1.3 The Network North Proposals include £12bn for NPR “as planned” between 
Liverpool and Manchester. The proposals include the electrification of Hull and 
Bradford being connected into the NPR network (both of which had been 
removed from the IRP core network). The proposed funding assumes that this 
is enough to deliver NPR as planned but does include provision for local 
leaders to agree whether they wish to suggest other ways to achieve the 
objectives within that cost envelope. 
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3.1.4 Officers are working to understand the details of the Network North 
announcements related to NPR, but our current understanding is that the 
route between Manchester and Liverpool would include the section of high-
speed line between Manchester Piccadilly and High Legh in Cheshire (via 
Manchester Airport), which is included in the HS2 Phase 2b Bill. From High 
Legh, it is expected that the route would continue onto Warrington and 
Liverpool as proposed in the IRP. 
 

3.1.5 The HS2 Crewe-Manchester Bill was included in the list of Bills published on 8 
November 2023, to be introduced into the current session of Parliament. This 
gives the option for the bill to be repurposed to enable the powers to construct 
the Manchester Piccadilly to High Legh section of the NPR route, which would 
avoid the need to start the entire bill process again, which could have 
potentially caused a delay of up to 10 years. However, there are currently no 
details as to the certainty, arrangements or timescale for moving the bill 
forward. We believe that it is essential that the bill is continued without delay to 
provide certainty for the section of line required by the NPR route between 
Manchester and Liverpool to be built. We urge the Secretary of State to 
repurpose the hybrid Bill to allow it to continue its parliamentary journey as 
soon as possible. The specific items needed from the Bill to enable the right 
rail infrastructure for Manchester is still being determined. Therefore, it is not 
possible to say at this time which components of the bill would be needed to 
secure our objectives for the Manchester to Liverpool NPR link. The bill would 
also need to be re-introduced into the session of Parliament, following next 
year’s general election.  
 

3.1.6 Alongside the Liverpool-Manchester route, the list of rail investments in the 
North proposed by Network North is as follows: 

• £2 billion to bring Hull into Northern Powerhouse Rail, electrifying and 
improving the line speed between Hull to Leeds and Hull to Sheffield which 
is quoted to reduce journey times from Hull to Manchester by 23 minutes.  

• Upgrading and electrifying of lines between Sheffield and Leeds to triple 
capacity. 

• Electrifying the Hope Valley line between Sheffield and Manchester, which 
is quoted to reduce journey times by 9 minutes and doubling capacity.  

• Bringing Bradford into Northern Powerhouse Rail by investing £3 billion, 
doubling capacity and halving journey times from Bradford to Manchester 
to 30 minutes. 

• £1 billion North Wales Main Line investment which will bring parts of North 
Wales within an hour of Manchester. 

 
3.1.7 Whilst the opportunities presented for the delivery of NPR are welcome, MCC 

have a number of significant concerns with the cancellation of HS2 Phase 2 
and many of the Network North proposals. These were set out in detail in the 
report to Executive on 18 October and the main impacts are summarised 
below.  
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3.1.8 Economic impacts: The full HS2 and NPR schemes would have made 
essential contributions to the Government’s agenda of ‘Levelling Up’. The 
benefits of HS2 have been consistently set out in the Department for 
Transport and HS2 Ltd.’s Strategic Case for HS2. 
 

3.1.9 GM’s analysis of the potential of growth strategies linked to HS2 and NPR 
across the four largest Northern city regions showed they could increase 
employment across these city regions by 30% and improve average 
connectivity of northern businesses by 60% – enough to increase average 
wages across the North by 12.5%. It also estimated that the delivery of the 
HS2 and NPR programmes in full could generate a net additional GVA impact 
for GM of more than £9.0bn p.a. and £24.5bn p.a. for the North as a whole by 
2051 (2017 prices) – the latter reflecting a forecast net increase in 
employment across the North of more than 150,000 jobs. 
 

3.1.10 Integrating HS2 and NPR stations at Manchester Piccadilly and Manchester 
Airport provided a major opportunity to maximise significant growth and 
regeneration opportunities at these strategic locations, delivering 96,000 jobs 
and 16,800 homes, as well as world-class transport facilities. Additionally, the 
Department for Transport (DfT) January 2022 Update on the Strategic Outline 
Business Case (SOBC) for HS2 Phase 2b identified figures for Land Value 
Uplift at Manchester Piccadilly and at Manchester Airport of circa £3.3bn and 
£1.2bn respectively in the period to 2051 as a result of the completion of 
Phase 2b. 
 

3.1.11 There is now a considerable risk that in the intervening period – before the 
alternatives to HS2 are delivered - the economic gap widens and therefore 
achieving levelling up becomes more challenging and more remote and is 
likely to cost more to achieve. 
 

3.1.12 The National Infrastructure Commission (NIC)’s report, published in October 
2023 set out the importance of effective rail infrastructure between the UK’s 
cities and further emphasises the importance of effective rail transport 
between cities in closing the economic disparities between London and the 
regional cities. It highlights that the decision to cancel HS2 from Birmingham 
to Manchester “leaves a major gap in the UK’s rail strategy around which a 
number of cities have based their economic growth”. The report concludes 
that a new comprehensive, long-term and fully costed plan is needed, which 
sets out the rail improvements to address the capacity and connectivity 
challenges facing city regions in the North and Midlands. 
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3.1.13 Impact on the West Coast Main Line & existing London-Manchester 
services: The Prime Minster confirmed that HS2 trains would still run to 
Manchester, using the existing WCML north of Birmingham. This means HS2 
trains travelling between Birmingham and Manchester at much slower top 
speeds, while also having to mix with other train services on the already 
heavily congested WCML. In addition, the 200m HS2 trains which can carry 
550 passengers would have less capacity than the best existing services 
today (607 passengers per train). The proposed 400m HS2 service had 
capacity to carry 1100 passengers. However, Manchester Piccadilly Station 
cannot accommodate the planned 400m HS2 trains due to the length of the 
station. 
 

3.1.14 There is also no information on service frequency or on any potential 
disruption on the WCML which may result from works required to enable HS2 
trains to run north of Birmingham. There is also concern over the level of 
capacity that can be accommodated from the reduced number of platforms at 
Euston (6 rather than 10) and whether this will be sufficient to run services. 
 

3.1.15 Local regeneration and growth plans: The cancellation of HS2 Phase 2 
undermines existing local growth strategies, transport plans and development 
/ regeneration masterplans and frameworks across the north, including the 
Strategic Regeneration Frameworks (SRFs) around Manchester Piccadilly, 
East Manchester and Manchester Airport/Wythenshawe, which have been 
based on the full implementation of the HS2 and NPR schemes. This would 
mean a delay to, or failure to deliver in full, the growth, jobs, homes, skills, 
environmental and connectivity benefits included within these strategies. 
However, the Council remains totally committed to driving forward and 
supporting continued regeneration efforts, and securing investment in areas 
surrounding Piccadilly, East Manchester and Manchester Airport. 
 

3.2 Northern Hub Update 
 

3.2.1 Manchester's rail ambitions have long been a central part of the plans for a 
prime northern economic powerhouse. The Northern Hub project, in particular 
“work package C” was previously at the heart of transforming Manchester's 
core rail infrastructure and regional rail services. 
 

3.2.2 Work package C encompassed pivotal upgrades: 

• The modernisation of Manchester Oxford Road Station and 4 large modern 
platforms. 

• The incorporation of additional platforms 15 and 16 at Manchester 
Piccadilly. 
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3.2.3 The cancellation of Work Package C's Transport and Works Act Order 
(TWAO) stemmed from a review which found that the interventions focused 
too narrowly on the Castlefield Corridor. Broader network issues, like 
congestion at key junctions including Salford and Manchester Victoria & 
Piccadilly, were overlooked, necessitating a more comprehensive approach. 
This led to a re-evaluation of the work required at Manchester Oxford Road 
and Manchester Piccadilly, resulting in the withdrawal of the TWAO as it did 
not match these broader needs and could not be amended. 
 

3.2.4 The full implications of the cancellation of the TWAO now needs thorough re-
examination in-light of the capacity lost by the cancellation of the HS2 scheme 
in Manchester. However, several immediate concerns arise: 

• Lost economic momentum: Work package C was not just about capacity; 
it represented a broader commitment to modernising Manchester's rail 
infrastructure, aligning with urban development, and bolstering economic 
growth. 

• Over-reliance on national projects: The cancellation of HS2 Phase 2 
means that the capacity increments from HS2 and NPR can no longer be 
assumed. Any further delays, changes, or cancellations to NPR could have 
further onerous effects on Manchester's rail system. 

• Local infrastructure strain: The Castlefield Corridor acts as a significant 
bottleneck, underlined by the reduction from a projected 16 trains per hour 
as proposed by Northern Hub to the current 12. Without the enhancements 
planned under package C, this corridor remains susceptible to further 
congestion and disruption. This stretch of line is still officially congested as 
stated in the recently published Network Rail - Network Statement 
published on 1st November 2023. 

• Potential deterrent on business and commuters: Perceived limitations 
and disruptions in Manchester's rail system may deter potential investors, 
businesses, and daily commuters, impacting the city's economic vibrancy. 

 
3.2.5 The culmination of challenges stemming from the timetable failures, service 

reductions, coupled with the unavailability of funds and powers for work 
package C (following the eventual withdrawal of the TWAO) has deepened 
Manchester's rail infrastructure challenges and meant a considerable 
slowdown in the transformation of Manchester's, and the North’s, railway 
service overall. This poses a tangible risk, especially if Manchester does not 
benefit from major national rail initiatives.  
 

3.2.6 The Northern Hub programme of work has now closed and will no longer be 
carrying out infrastructure projects around the city. Major projects for delivery 
will now be delivered as part of the Manchester & North West Transformation 
Programme. 

 
3.3 Manchester & North West Transformation Programme (MNTP), 

Manchester Recovery Task Force (MRTF)  
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3.3.1 The Manchester Recovery Task Force (MRTF) and the Manchester and North 
West Transformational Programme (MNTP) were created by Network Rail and 
the Department for Transport (DfT) in order to rectify the capacity and 
performance challenges in and around Manchester as set out above, in 
particular the Castlefield Corridor and the disruption caused by the May 2018 
timetable. However, the Council has been concerned about the limited 
engagement on these initiatives. 
 

3.3.2 A particular area of concern is the current approach to Manchester Oxford 
Road Stations proposed improvements. Network Rail are in the process of 
developing interventions for intended delivery between 2026 and 2030, aimed 
at simplifying the layout to improve train service performance and reliability. It 
is still unclear if the proposals to date will provide sufficient capacity to 
accommodate future demand, including the ability to enable the 16 trains per 
hour through the Castlefield Corridor, as proposed by Northern Hubs work 
package C. 
 

3.3.3 While it is recognised that there has been some engagement with the Council 
on these initiatives, we are seeking a more collaborative and inclusive 
approach, to ensure that they not only address the immediate concerns about 
rail provision and access, but also result in the right rail infrastructure for 
Manchester’s sustained future growth. 
 

3.3.4 MRTF was intended to bring together stakeholders from the rail industry, 
including Network Rail, train operating companies, Department for Transport 
(DfT), and Transport for the North (TfN) to address rail services performance 
issues and devise strategies to improve performance in the region.  
 

3.3.5 The Task Force is looking at potential infrastructure improvements, timetable 
revisions, and other solutions to tackle the challenges faced by the rail 
network in the area. and have developed a series of Configuration States 
designed to deliver infrastructure interventions in packages with associated 
train service improvements introduced in stages, linked to other key 
programmes in the North of England. 
 

3.3.6 Following consultation in 2021, based on work by the MRTF, Network Rail and 
the train operating companies implemented the December 2022 rail service 
timetable. The timetable simplified services to reduce conflicts, improving 
performance and reliability. However, this has meant reduced rail services and 
connectivity. Of particular concern is the loss of the direct rail connection from 
Sheffield and Stockport to Manchester Airport. The Council responded to the 
consultation, raising this and other issues.  
 

3.3.7 Notwithstanding industrial relation issues, performance broadly improved after 
the implementation of the December 2022 reduced timetable. However, more 
recently there is a concerning trend of decreased performance across 
Manchester even with the reduction of services. 
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3.3.8 Government and DfT recognise the opportunity that exists in Manchester but 
note its Victorian rail infrastructure that it operates on. The rail minister 
announced a £72m investment in May that improves connections to 
Spinningfields area of the city by providing an extra platform at Salford Central 
(the closet station to the area) improvements to railway track near Manchester 
Victoria station along with improved access and improvements to Oxford Road 
and Manchester Airport station. 
 

3.3.9 The Network North announcement did not include the allocation of funding to 
any infrastructure schemes identified by the MRTF. 

 
3.4 The Transpennine Route Upgrade (TRU)  

 
3.4.1 The Transpennine Route Upgrade (TRU), crucial for enhancing Manchester's 

railway connectivity, is set for completion by 2033 within an £11.5 billion 
budget. This comprehensive project involves electrifying the 76-mile route 
from Manchester to York, adding new tracks, and upgrading signalling and 
stations. Significantly, it is intended to increase capacity, enabling up to six 
fast services per hour between Leeds and Manchester, alongside up to two 
stopping services for local connectivity and providing for 15 freight train paths 
per day. Journey times will be notably reduced, with travel from York to 
Manchester in 66 minutes from 83 minutes and Leeds to Manchester in 42 
minutes from 55 minutes.  
 

3.4.2 This initiative, integral to NPR, will not only boost Manchester's economic and 
environmental profile but also mark a major improvement in the region's 
railway infrastructure. To complete this project, there will be several periods 
where sections of the railway line between Manchester and Leeds will be 
closed or diverted, including a full closure of Huddersfield station, which will 
cause major passenger disruption. This is a key route and how the disruption 
will be managed has been rigorously planned with investment going into the 
diversionary route from Manchester to Leeds via Rochdale to minimise the 
disruption to passengers. 
 

3.5 Manchester & Salford Central Stations Prospectus 
 
3.5.1 Network Rail, working with Manchester City Council, Salford City Council and 

Transport for Greater Manchester, are leading on the development of a 
prospectus designed to enhance the function and surrounding environment of 
the stations in Manchester city centre and central Salford, building on the 
regeneration plans and opportunities in the areas around the stations.  
 

3.5.2 The Council's involvement is particularly focused on ensuring that the 
proposed redevelopment priorities and plans, are not only built to the highest 
standards, but also tie into the surrounding areas, and have a keen emphasis 
on place-making, accessibility, sustainability and future-proofing.  
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3.5.3 The prospectus has the potential to enhance Manchester's transport 
infrastructure but also contribute to the environment and ongoing regeneration 
of the city centre. To be successful, it will need a fully collaborative approach 
between Network Rail, Manchester and Salford Councils, TfGM and the Train 
Operating Companies. 
 

3.5.4 Network Rail are currently undertaking work on a project to remodel Oxford 
Road Station to address some of the capacity and crowding issues and are 
liaising with the Council on this. They are also in the initial stages of looking at 
potential options to improve Manchester Piccadilly and the surrounding 
connections. Whilst this is a positive, the Council has reservations about what 
these schemes will look like and what the benefits will be, such as the number 
of trains through the Castlefield corridor and how access will be improved to 
both major stations that links with development and provides the accessibility 
that a modern city needs. 

 
3.6 Current Train Service Issues & Opportunities 

 
3.6.1 Integrated Ticketing 

 
3.6.2 Greater Manchester is set to introduce a 'tap-in, tap-out' contactless payment 

system, streamlining fares and ensuring seamless travel across various 
transport modes. Set to pilot in 2025, this initiative targets routes including 
Stalybridge to Victoria and Glossop to Piccadilly. The project, a collaboration 
between Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) and the Great British 
Railways Transition Team (GBRTT), builds upon the recent launch of the Bee 
Network. It aims for better transport integration, including trains, Metrolink, 
buses, and active travel modes, enhancing connectivity and passenger 
transitions between services. There are ambitions to fully incorporate local rail 
into the Bee Network by 2030. 
 

3.6.3 Ticket Office Closures Consultation 
 

3.6.4 In July 2023, the government launched a 21-day consultation on plans by train 
operating companies to close a number of ticket offices around the country. 
The proposals included closing 50 ticket offices in Greater Manchester, 
including Manchester Piccadilly, and reduced operational hours at Manchester 
Victoria and Manchester Oxford Road. The rationale was to make the railway 
sustainable in the long term and cut operational costs following significant 
government support during the COVID 19 pandemic. The Rail Delivery Group 
indicated that the way customers buy tickets have changed, with only 12% of 
tickets sold at ticket offices last year.  
 

3.6.5 Passenger watchdogs (Transport Focus and London TravelWatch) received 
around 750,000 responses to the consultation, of which 99% were objections. 
The Council submitted a response, strongly objecting to the closures, on 
grounds of accessibility, equality safety and reduced passenger confidence. 
As a result of the outcome of the public consultation, the government asked 
the train operators to withdraw the proposals. 
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3.6.6 Transpennine Express  
 

3.6.7 Following performance issues, the government assumed control of 
TransPennine Express (TPE) from its private operator, First Group, five 
months ago. Throughout the summer, an in-depth review was conducted to 
discern the root causes for the numerous delayed and cancelled services. An 
issue related to driver overtime has been addressed, which has brought 
cancellations down to around 5% of operational services. 
 

3.6.8 However, passengers have now seen a cut in off-peak Leeds-Manchester 
train services, from four to three per hour (300 services a day instead of 320). 
This is a significant deviation from the six trains per hour that were previously 
promised before the pandemic. TPE has indicated that services will be 
impacted over this Christmas period and up to the end of 2024. 

 
3.6.9 Avanti West Coast 

 
3.6.10 Avanti West Coast has announced a reduction in its services between 

Manchester and London for the period of 9-31 December, due to driver 
shortages, with the justification of providing a more reliable service during this 
period. 
 

3.6.11 This follows Avanti recently being awarded a long-term contract to 2032 after 
having cut cancellations of services to as low as 1.1% in July 2023, down from 
13% in January 2023. 
 

3.6.12 For Manchester commuters, this service reduction will mean fewer available 
trains in the Christmas lead-in period, potentially leading to overcrowded 
carriages during peak travel times. Furthermore, it could result in less flexibility 
in travel times and potential disruptions or delays, especially if unplanned 
issues arise.  
 

3.6.13 Avanti is working on a long-term plan to rectify this issue by increasing the 
amount of train drivers that are available through it training programme, which 
is still recovering from the impacts of COVID. 
 

3.6.14 Northern Rail 
 

3.6.15 Northern's business plan is committed to positively impacting the North, 
focusing on projects like improving accessibility, station development, train 
fleet upgrades, and engineering transformations. In Manchester, service levels 
will remain largely unchanged post-December 2023. Despite being under 
government control since 2020 and showing performance improvements, 
Northern faces challenges in reliability and resilience, attributed to staff 
sickness, skills shortages, and operational issues, particularly on Sundays. 
Annual average cancellation rates for 2023/24 are 4.4%, a slight increase from 
4.2% for the previous 2022/23 annual period. 
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3.6.16 Efforts are being made to enhance staff support and training, although recent 
reports suggest that Northern still trails other national operators in punctuality 
and cancellations, underscoring the need for further improvements. 

 
3.6.17 Anticipated December 2023 Industrial Action  

 
3.6.18 The railway Union, Aslef, announced their intention to commence industrial 

action in December 2023 by striking between 2nd and 8th December 2023 on a 
“rolling programme” and refusing overtime from 1st December to 9th December 
2023. Industrial action over the Christmas period will particularly impact the 
hospitality industry and retail in the city during a time when many businesses 
look to maximise their revenues. 

 
3.7 GM Rail Board Update 

 
3.7.1 As part of the Trailblazer devolution deal, GMCA created a GM Rail Board, 

bringing together all relevant senior rail stakeholders, with a remit to take a 
strategic view of the railway in the region, and oversee implementation of the 
Devolution agreements. The Board meets once every 6-months. The first 
meeting was held in August 2023 and the Council was represented by the 
Strategic Director, Growth & Development.  
 

3.8 Priorities for Manchester  
 

3.8.1 The following areas are proposed as priorities for Manchester and GM over 
the coming period. 
 

3.8.2 Clarity on the proposals in Network North: Officers will continue to 
scrutinise the Network North proposals as more detail becomes available and 
will seek further clarity and a structured engagement process with the DfT. 
There is a need for schemes to enhance rail capacity between Manchester 
and Birmingham to make up for that lost by the cancellation of HS2. 
 

3.8.3 Determine the future of NPR: It is essential that the infrastructure needed for 
NPR is protected in the HS2 Crewe-Manchester hybrid Bill and remains 
safeguarded. Further work will be undertaken on the options to best deliver 
the route between Manchester and Liverpool announced in Network North. A 
process of structured engagement needs to be established urgently with DfT, 
TfN and Network Rail on both this line and the remainder of the NPR network, 
to ensure the Council is properly represented as plans are developed. 
 

3.8.4 Strategic Planning: The Council will seek to produce a Strategic Plan on rail, 
other public transport and wider infrastructure (as appropriate), working with 
relevant local partners and key stakeholders, to be brought back to the 
Council’s Executive for further consideration. 
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3.8.5 Revisit the Decision on Work Package C: Considering the strategic 
importance of Manchester's rail network and the recent cancellation of HS2 
Phase 2, coupled with the uncertainty surrounding NPR timelines, a thorough 
reassessment of the proposed infrastructure at Oxford Road and Piccadilly 
Stations is essential. This reassessment will ensure that the planning and 
development of these stations are aligned with current needs and future 
expectations, adapting to the evolving context of regional and national rail 
developments. The Council are being engaged on these issues by Network 
Rail and TfN, and it should be noted that TfN are produced statutory advice to 
government on this issue in due course. 
 

3.8.6 Greater Collaboration: Work to ensure that the MNTP and MTF are made 
more inclusive. It is crucial that the Council and other key stakeholders have 
an active say in these initiatives as The Council has no formal recognition on 
the MRTF or NPR sponsor boards or access to papers. 
 

3.8.7 Holistic Vision: Future planning for the MNTP should involve a well-rounded, 
forward-looking vision, especially concerning the Castlefield Corridor. 
 

3.8.8 Enhanced Focus on Passenger Experience: Given the service disruptions, 
particularly on TransPennine Express and Avanti West Coast routes, there 
should be concerted efforts to minimise inconveniences for passengers. This 
includes keeping them informed and improving overall service reliability. 
 

3.8.9 Rapid Implementation of the 'Tap-In, Tap-Out' System: The introduction of 
this system should be expedited, to improve efficiency and enhance the whole 
passenger experience. 
 

3.8.10 Environmental Considerations: As Manchester advances its rail 
infrastructure, there should be a renewed emphasis on sustainability. Projects 
like the electrification of the Transpennine Route are steps in the right 
direction. 

 
3.9 Conclusions  
 
3.9.1 As a major economic centre for the North, Manchester requires a robust rail 

infrastructure to enable and further strengthen continued economic growth. 
There is currently significant concern that there are insufficient plans in place 
to address the current and future challenges on the rail network to 
Manchester, exemplified by the cancellation of the HS2 Phase 2 infrastructure. 
The delay or cancellation of essential local upgrades such as the Northern 
Hub's work package C, along with the removal of HS2 Phase 2b and 
uncertainties over the timescale of NPR, could have significant impact on the 
city’s economic trajectory. 
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3.9.2 Plans are being developed by Network Rail and DfT to address current and 
future challenges on the rail network in Manchester. As well as NPR, several 
initiatives, such as the MRTF, the MNTP, and the TransPennine Route 
Upgrade, are positive. The £72m provided in May by Government and DfT is 
welcome to start the initial preparation work for fixing Manchester's Rail 
Network. 
 

3.9.3 There is a need for greater collaboration and stakeholder inclusion, and 
concerns remain as to whether the proposed and developing measures will be 
sufficient to resolve all of the issues. Current rail service updates reflect both 
advancements, like the impending 'tap-in, tap-out' system, and challenges, 
notably the service reductions by major rail operators. 

 
4.0 Recommendations 
 
4.1 The recommendations are at the front of this report.  
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1 
 

Appendix 1: NPR Core and TfN Preferred Networks 
  
 
NPR “Core Network” 
 
Upgrades to the core NPR Liverpool-York transpennine routes, with a mostly new 
high-speed line between Standedge tunnel (near Huddersfield) and Warrington, via 
Manchester Piccadilly and Airport stations. Also includes improvements to the 
existing line between Bradford and Leeds.  
 

         NPR Train Line 
         HS2 Train Line 
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2 
 

NPR “TfN Preferred Network” 

 
Mostly new high-speed line between Liverpool-Manchester, Bradford, and Leeds, 
with new stations at Liverpool, Warrington (underground) and Bradford, and line 
upgrades to surrounding areas. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Integrated Rail Plan for the North and Midlands, Technical Annex, January 

2022, Figure 4: NPR network options and costs, page 15, available online at: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/6239a9a6d3bf7f6ac2de752a/integrate

d-rail-plan-for-the-north-and-midlands-technical-annex.pdf 

 

 

         NPR Train Line 
         HS2 Train Line 
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